Abstract. It has been found that pick-up ions at their dynamical incorporation into the solar wind modify the original conditions of the asymptotic solar wind plasma flow. In this respect, it has meanwhile been revealed in many papers that these type of solar wind modifications, i.e. deceleration and decrease of effective Mach number, are not only due to the pick-up ion loading effects, but also to the action of pick-up ion pressure gradients. Up to now only the effects of radial pick-up ion pressure gradients were considered, however, analogously but latitudinal pressure gradients also appear to be important. Here we study the effects of radial and latitudinal pick-up ion pressure gradients, occurring especially during solar minimum conditions at mid-latitude regions where slow solar wind streams change to fast solar wind streams. First, we give estimates of the latitudinal wind components connected with these gradients, and then after revealing its importance, present a more quantitative calculation of solar wind velocity and density perturbations resulting from these pressure forces. It is shown that the relative density perturbations near and in the ecliptic increase with radial distance and thus may well explain the measured non-spherically symmetric density decrease with distance. We also show that the solar wind decelerations actually seen with Voyager-1/2 are in conciliation with interstellar hydrogen densities of n H ∞ ≥ 0.1 cm −3 , in contrast to earlier claims for n H ∞ = 0.05 cm −3 .
Introduction to pick-up ion pressures
For quite some time it has been recognized that the solar wind dynamics at larger distances is not determined by its own right, but is influenced by the process of incorporating newly created pick-up ions into the solar wind plasma bulk.
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We only briefly may consider here this pick-up ion-induced modulation effect. The prediction that the solar wind should become decelerated due to the pick-up ion loading has already been in the literature for many years (see, e.g. Holzer and Leer, 1973; Fahr, 1973; Ripken and Fahr, 1983; Fahr and Ripken, 1984) . However, the distant NASA space probes did not yet confirm the expected degree of deceleration (see Richardson et al., 1995) . Therefore, more recently, in addition to the ion-loading effect, the dynamical action of the pick-up ion pressure was investigated and it could be shown that by this action, a substantial part of the expected deceleration is compensated (Fahr and Fichtner, 1995; Lee, 1997; Whang, 1998; Wang and Belcher, 1999; Rucinski, 1999, 2001) .
When becoming decelerated, the solar wind plasma is also heated, both due to adiabatic compression compared to an undecelerated flow and due to being loaded with suprathermal pick-up ions. Thus, the effective solar wind sound speed is increased (see Rucinski, 1999, 2001 ) and the shock compression ratio at the termination shock (TS) is reduced. Connected with these phenomena of deceleration and heating, the solar wind Mach numbers, of course, also decrease with increasing solar distances. The effective Mach number and the wind deceleration are fairly well calculated by making use of an expression for the pick-up pressure, P pui = αρ pui V 2 w , which has been justified in papers by Fahr (2002) and Fahr and Chashei (2002) . Here, α represents a weak function of the solar distance r, and ρ pui and V w are the pick-up ion mass density and the solar wind bulk velocity, respectively. The dynamical effect of this pressure P pui has, however, not yet been taken into account in a fully consistent form, since this would require the simultaneous and consistent treatment of the solar wind plasma, the pick-up ions and the involved MHD waves (see Chashei et al., 2003) .
Semi-consistent solutions of a kinetic pick-up ion transport equation prescribing the solar wind velocity profile have, meanwhile, been presented (see, e.g. Fichtner et al., 1997) permitting the calculation of the pick-up ion pressure as a velocity moment of the pick-up ion distribution function and supporting a representation of the pick-up pressure in the above mentioned form, i.e. P pui = αρ pui V 2 w . With this expression the decelerated solar wind is described by (see Fahr and Rucinski, 2001) :
Here, β ex denotes the local injection rate of pick-up ions, which is assumed to be exclusively due to charge exchange processes with protons (photoionization is neglected) and thus is given by β ex = σ ex n H n w V w , σ ex , with n H and n w denoting the charge exchange cross sections, with σ ex = 2 · 10 −15 cm 2 (McNutt et al., 1999) , the local H-atom density and the total proton density, respectively. The function ξ = ρ i / (ρ w + ρ i ) denotes the relative abundance of pick-up ions, with respect to all protons and is adopted here as calculated by Fahr and Rucinski (1999) , who used the "hot" kinetic H-atom model developed by Wu and Judge (1979) to describe the H-atom density n H . It should be noted here that Eq.
(1) contains two important effects: the pick-up ion momentum loading (first term in the numerator of Eq. (1)) and the pick-up ion pressure effect (second term in the numerator of Eq. (1)). The integration of the differential Eq. (1) then yields:
Fahr and Lay (2000) could show that kinetic results of the pick-up ion transport equation can be represented by an algebraic form of the distribution function:
where is a constant, x = r/r 0 is the radial solar distance in units of r 0 = 1 AU, w = (v/V w ) 2 is the squared PUI velocity normalized with V w , with w 0 being a typical injection value. Furthermore, the quantities β, κ, and C are found as: β = − 1/6; κ = 2/3; and C(x) = 0.442 x 0.2 . This distribution function f pui then leads to the pressure (see Fahr and Rucinski, 2001 ):
The function α is obtained by: α = α(x) = 1.83 x −0.3 , meaning that α decreases only slightly with increasing solar distances. It may be noted here that the ratio P pui /ρ pui also turned out to be constant in a much earlier and easier approach presented by Vasyliunas and Siscoe (1976) . The upper formula (4) is valid at distances x ≥ x c = 15, where α = α c = α(x c ) evaluates to α c = 0.44. In the following calculations we shall thus assume that P pui can be represented with sufficient accuracy by Eq. (4) with setting α(x) = α c .
After expanding the exponential in Eq. (2) for small arguments one can find that the relative deceleration of the solar wind V w = (V w0 − V w ) /V w0 is given by:
Interesting for our context, one derives from the above equation that the quantity V w (x) always is below 0.1, with its exact value being dependent on the interstellar H-atom density n H ∞ and the solar distance x.
In Sect. 2 the latitudinal pressure gradients and their effects to perturb the solar wind flow are estimated, while in Sects. 4 to 5 a quantitative way is shown to derive a set of linearized equations for the latitudinal and the radial velocity components, as well as for the density variation. The solutions of this set of differential equations are discussed in Sect. 6, and finally, the results are discussed in Sect. 7.
Estimated effect of latitudinal PUI pressure gradients
In the foregoing section we have studied the effect of the radial gradient of the pick-up ion pressure and could show that it partly compensates for the decelerating effect of the pickup ion loading. The question, however, raises itself as to what effect latitudinal gradients of the pressure P pui might have. To get a first idea of the effects connected with the latitudinal component of ∇P pui , we shall begin with an approximative description here.
Adopting a volume of original solar wind plasma that initially moves radially outwards with a purely radial, supersonic solar wind velocity V w (i.e. unperturbed velocity), while then a permanent latitudinal force acts on it, one can estimate the upcome of a perturbative latitudinal velocity component v θ = v θ (t), with the time t, lapsed at the passage of this volume outwards with the primary velocity V w . Sitting in a unit volume of plasma, radially comoving with the primary solar wind, the following evolution of a latitudinal solar wind plasma velocity can be estimated:
With Eq. (4) we then find the pressure gradient ∂P pui /∂θ in Eq. (6) using the following expressions:
and obtain:
Here, the function ξ(r) denotes the relative abundance of pick-up ions with respect to all ions and is given by Fahr and Rucinski (1999) :
where the notation: = n H ∞ σ ex r 0 , with r 0 = 1AU and n H ∞ = 0.05 cm −3 (Izmodenov et al., 1999) , has been used. This then helps to evaluate Eq. (7) in the following approximative form:
where the latitudinal gradient of the solar wind velocity, as it appears during solar minimum conditions (see McComas et al., 2000) , has been approximated by a linear change from low speed near-ecliptic wind with a velocity V ws , to high speed wind with V wf at higher latitudes with θ ≥ θ . With the assumptions:
one then finds the results listed in Table 1 for the upcoming latitudinal solar wind velocity component at increasing distances r from the Sun. Learning from the above calculated estimates, that a nonnegligible latitudinal velocity component results from latitudinal PUI pressure forces, the need arises to also estimate the density perturbations that the solar wind flow may suffer under these induced non-radial flows. For that purpose we consider briefly the associated form of an approximate mass flow continuity equation.
Approximated continuity equation
For the radial solar wind flow near the ecliptic one can assume that the latitudinal mass transport into the ecliptic acts as a local source ρ/ t of additional plasma. Then the simplified mass continuity requires that:
Here, the latitudinal mass flow θ = ρV θ was presented in its linearized approximation as θ = ρV θ ρ 0 v θ . If, in addition, we make use of
and represent for estimation purposes the latitudinal velocity v θ in the range r 0 ≤ r ≤ r ∞ by: then we obtain Eq. (10) in the following form:
and after integration find:
The relative density perturbations δρ/ρ 0 due to the nonradial flows induced by the latitudinal PUI pressure gradient and resulting from Eq. (12) with Eq. (9) is then given in Table 2 .
Towards a more quantitative solution
In the following we now aim at a more quantitative treatment of the non-radial solar wind flow enforced by the action of latitudinal PUI pressure gradients. For that purpose we start from mass flow and momentum flow conservation requirements formulated by the following set of differential equations written in polar coordinates r, θ, ϕ:
4.1 Mass flow continuity equation
4.2 Momentum flow continuity equations
ρV r ∂V θ ∂r +
ρV θ r
On the RHS of Eq. (14) the radial forces F 1,r + F 2,r appear which are due to PUI momentum loading and the radial PUI pressure gradient. According to Eq. (1) these forces are given by:
and with the meaning of β ex given just after Eq. (1) further evaluate to:
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which, in view of the fact that 1 ασ ex n H r, simply yields:
The same approximation can be used to solve Eq. (5), which is used in Eq. (23) below.
In order to arrive at a consistent solution of the system of Eqs. (13), (14) and (15) we now use the following linearization procedure.
Linearization
Setting V = V r e r + v θ (r, θ )e θ (20)
where the expression for v r (r, θ ) = V r0 · V w was taken from Eq. (5). Neglecting nonlinear terms in the perturbed quantities will then allow us to obtain the following relations. From Eq. (13) for the terms of zeroth order one obtains:
leading to the following result:
or equivalently to:
Also from Eq. (13) we obtain the following relation for the first order terms
With the use of Eqs. (5) and (23) one can then transform the above equation into the first first-order relation:
From Eq. (14) the second first-order relation is found:
and finally, from Eq. (15) the third first-order relation is given by: ( 0 ) represents that of the solar wind number density. The green curve is the function 1 , and the magenta curve is the function 6 , both of which are used in the solutions of the differential equations. 1 and 6 are the first and second derivative with respect to θ of −1 = V r (θ).
Latitudinal gradients
Next, we shall give expressions for the latitudinal gradients of the main solar wind velocity V r0 (θ ) and the pick-up ion pressure P pui . At least under solar minimum conditions, strong systematic, i.e. monotonic variations of the solar wind velocity with latitude, have been recognized (see McComas et al., 2000 McComas et al., , 2002 . To be based in what follows as close as possible on experimental data we start from ULYSSES plasma measurements published by McComas et al. (2000) , representing typical solar minimum conditions in the heliosphere. As obtained from the first full polar orbit passage of ULYSSES, the essential solar wind parameters scaled to a reference distance of r 0 = 1 AU, such as solar wind bulk velocity V r0 and density ρ 0 , have been obtained as functions of solar latitude angle θ . Concerning the bulk velocity V r0 (ϑ) one can derive the following analytic representation of these data:
where the quantities V rs = 380 km/s and V rf = 760 km/s are the observed wind speeds for slow and fast solar wind, respectively, and where in our model θ c = π/8 ≈ 22.5 • and θ = 2π characterize the critical latitude and the rapidity of the change from slow to fast solar wind (see Fig. 1 for a representation of V r = −1 ).
As a consequence from Eq. (10), the associated solar wind density at the inner boundary is adopted such that the resulting mass flux at 5 AU is constant and equal to m0 (5 AU) = v sw · n sw (5 AU) m p = 1.2 · 10 7 m p cm −2 s −1 , which is a value supported by the observations from the ULYSSES spacecraft (McComas et al., 2000) . Expressed in a formula this yields:
The quasi-constant behavior of the solar wind mass flow was already recognized in earlier work by Schwenn (1983) and Philips et al. (1996) .
Keeping in mind that the pick-up ion pressure P pui has been represented in the form:
and that according to Chashei et al. (2003) , the density ρ pui can be given by:
with the notation: = n H ∞ σ ex r 0 , where the LISM H-atom density is denoted by n H ∞ , the charge exchange cross section for proton -H-atom collisions is denoted by σ ex , with a reference distance of 10 AU by r 0 . The latitudinal pick-up ion gradient hence is given by:
because ρ 00 (θ)V r0 = m0 = const.
Solution of the differential equations
As shown in detail in the Appendix, the differential Eqs. (29), (30) and (31) have the solutions: 
and with the functions i only dependent on θ given by:
6 ∼ cos θ + 2 θ sin 2 θ tanh θ (42)
while 2 and 10 are constants. The amplitudes of these functions can be found in the Appendix. The solutions v r , v θ and δρ are represented in Figs. 2 to 4. The latitudinal velocity has its largest magnitude at 30 • and large distances, according to the maximum of the function 1 (see Fig. 1 ). The radial velocity (Fig. 3) is decelerated at all latitudes and at large distances. Close to the Sun (e.g. inside 10 AU) the effect vanishes. In Fig. 4 the ratio of the density variation to the normalized density (δρ/ρ 0 ) is shown, which is smooth close to the Sun and for small latitudes, reaching its maximum at about 40 • (i.e. for mid latitudes) and decreasing for larger distances and high latitudes.
With the angle θ c it is easily possible to shift the maxima of the latitudinal velocity and density variation to other latitudinal positions, while the factor θ allows one to control the width of the maxima in these functions.
The functions v r , v θ , and δρ are only defined to a distance near the termination shock. In that region the linearization must fail and a full nonlinear description, including the interaction with the termination shock, is needed. On the other hand, the linearized equations are independent of the shock position, and we have set as a limiting distance 100 AU. Therefore, the shock position can be estimated independently and close to that distance the above solutions should be appropriate.
The magnetic pressure
The suggestion of Archimedian magnetic field pressures acting upon the solar wind outflow at large distances and causing meridional flow components was first made by Suess and Nerney (1973) , in view of latitudinal pressure gradients which evidently are connected with Parker's spirally wound frozen-in field. In the past the authors had envisioned a spherically symmetric solar wind, while nowadays strong latitudinal solar wind velocity gradients, both at solar minimum and maximum conditions, have been identified with ULYSSES (see McComas et al., 2000 McComas et al., , 2003 . It may thus be interesting here to briefly revisit this magnetic pressure concept by Suess and Nerney, but now taking into account these latitudinal velocity structures.
The frozen-in Archimedian magnetic field vector B A is given in the following form:
where e r,θ denote unit vectors in the r-and in the θ -directions, and where tan is given by:
with s being the angular frequency of the Sun. The magnetic field pressure is now derived from Eqs. (44) and (45).
which delivers the latitudinal pressure gradient in the following form:
This pressure gradient should now be compared with the latitudinal PUI pressure gradient which we have taken into account in this paper here:
For regions with r r 0 near the ecliptic with θ 0 and cos θ 1 one then finds:
where M A denotes the Alfvén Mach number of the solar wind flow and ξ is again the relative abundance of pick-up ions with respect to solar wind protons. Inserting now concrete numbers for the above quantities at r ≥ 20 AU one may be convinced that δP ≤ (1/20). This expresses the fact that latitudinal magnetic pressures, though acting opposite to the pick-up ion pressures, do not change the results presented in the section before.
Discussion and concluding remarks
In the preceding sections of this paper we have developed a theoretical description of the three-dimensional solar wind outflow under the action of radial and latitudinal pick-up ion pressure gradients. In this paper we started out from the typical solar wind flow configuration which was found for typical solar minimum conditions during the first and second polar latitude passage of the ULYSSES space probe (see McComas et al., 2000) . As a consequence of the strong latitude gradients in the radial solar wind velocity and density, associated latitudinal pick-up ion pressure gradients can be derived which induce nonnegligible latitudinal solar wind velocity components. As a consequence of the induced non-radial solar wind flow configurations, complicated structures of perturbed solar wind density and velocity components arise.
In Figs. 2 through 4 iso-contours of these perturbations are shown, which can be taken as a visual aid for the interpretation of plasma measurements of distant heliospheric space probes, such as VOYAGER-1/2 or PIONEER-10/11 (see, e.g. Whang, 1998; Wang et al., 2000; Richardson et al., 2003) . In Fig. 2 one can see the 2-dimensional distribution of latitudinal solar wind speeds as a function of solar distance r in [AU] and of latitude θ . At small distance r < 10 AU nearly no latitudinal velocity is found. Also at ecliptic latitudes θ < 7 • and at polar latitudes θ > 50 • no latitudinal velocities are developing, even up to large distances. At intermediate latitudes 10 • < θ < 45 • , however, astonishingly pronounced latitudinal velocities, always directed towards the ecliptic, with magnitudes of up to 30 km/s are established. Especially at large distances and latitudes of around θ = 30 • relatively large latitudinal velocities are predicted by our theoretical calculations. The latter fact should induce even stronger flow perturbations in the near-ecliptic region downstream of the termination shock, since here latitudinal components are conserved while radial components are strongly reduced.
In Fig. 3 the resulting perturbations in the radial solar wind velocities is shown. As evident in all cases decelerations of the original radial solar wind velocity occur with increasing magnitudes, resulting both at larger distances and at larger latitudes. Concerning the latter fact one should bear in mind that absolute radial velocity perturbations are shown in this figure. In view of the latitude profile of the original radial solar wind velocity it is thus found that the relative decelerations of the radial solar wind velocity are larger (i.e. resulting to about 20%) at small latitudes compared to those resulting at larger latitudes. This is also partially explaining the resulting density perturbations, which are shown in Fig. 4 .
In this figure a colour-coded r − θ distribution of the resulting relative density perturbations connected with the perturbed solar wind flow is shown, clearly depicting separated regions where density reductions and density enhancements occur. Density enhancements hereby result from two reasons. One is the fact that in a decelerated solar wind flow, density is falling off with distance less than by (r −2 ). The other one, operating in regions near the ecliptic, is due to the fact that connected with latitudinal wind velocities solar wind plasma is transported to lower latitudes due to converging flows. In the region between latitudes 25 • < θ < 45 • one can notice relative density reductions of up to 30%, which are due to latitudinal plasma transports.
All the colour-contour plots shown in Figs. 2 through 4 depict solar wind structures which are expected for typical solar wind minimum conditions, when the original solar wind outflow (r < 5 AU) is characterized by the strongly pronounced velocity pattern with low speed at low latitudes and fast speed at larger ones (see McComas et al., 2000) . During the evolution of the solar cycle from minimum towards solar maximum, this basic feature changes and will become much more complicated and sub-structured, developing a changing number of high-velocity fingers superimposed on low velocity winds distributed over all latitudes (see McComas et al., 2003) . This latter velocity pattern was not taken into account in a quantitative form in this paper. Qualitatively, one can, however, predict from the experiences made here for the solar minimum conditions that the action of pick-up ion pressure gradients clearly will smooth the latitude structures of fastand low-speed features; hence, at larger distances the original latitude structure feature of the the solar wind velocity pattern will slowly fade off.
In Fig. 5 the dependence of the solar wind deceleration on the interstellar hydrogen density n H ∞ is shown. As we have described in the beginning of this paper, the reduction of the radial solar wind velocity not only is caused by pick-up ion momentum loading of the primary solar wind, but also by Fig. 5 . The dependence of the radial solar wind speed deceleration on the atomic hydrogen density in the interstellar medium. The solar wind speed (y−axis) is the sum of the undisturbed bulk velocity of the solar wind V w and the perturbation v r (see Fig. 3 ). The solar wind speed decreases is shown for three different H-atom number densities, e.g. n H ∞ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 cm −3 represented by the black, red and green curve, respectively. the action of the pick-up ion pressure gradient, which partly compensates the momentum loading effect. In Fig. 5 for the latitude θ = + 30 • , at which approximately VOYAGER-1 is presently flying, the expected solar wind velocity profile at solar minimum conditions is shown, calculated for various interstellar hydrogen densities. As clearly can be seen in the figure, decelerations by about 10% at distances of 60 AU, as found by Wang et al. (2000) , are obtained with interstellar gas densities of about n H ∞ = 0.1 cm −3 or even with slightly larger values. Without taking into account the pick-up ion pressure gradient effect Wang et al. (2000) had claimed for a density of only n H ∞ = 0.05 cm −3 which, as was shown in this paper, is too low by a factor of 2. This means that higher interstellar gas densities are thus conciliatory with the solar wind decelerations seen by VOYAGER-1.
As was shown in the previous section, the magnetic pressure is neglible compared to the latitudinal PUi pressure in the outer heliosphere.
Finally, the consequence of latitudinal velocities for the shocked solar wind are discussed. When at latitudes θ = ± 30 • near the upwind direction the solar wind arrives at the termination shock it has developed latitudinal velocity components of the order of 30 km/s. Since the shock surface here is likely to have a shock normal close to the radial orientation, one can easily deduce that radial velocity components are reduced by about a factor of 1/4 (i.e. strong shock), whereas the latitudinal components are conserved at the shock transition. This means that the subsonic flow in the direction downstream of the shock has a strong tilt by about 20 degrees with respect to the shock normal. This means, however, that beyond the termination shock a subsonic flow pattern with pronounced convergence towards the upwind axis is induced and, as a consequence, the downstream plasma density should be increased on the upwind axis between the termination shock and the heliopause. 
